Reporting at Holy
Name
Parent Briefing- Monday the 5th of
June

New Victorian Curriculum
We are following and implementing our reporting using the Reporting Student Progress and
Achievement- 2017 Revised Guidelines for Victorian Catholic Schools.
As of 2017, all schools need to use and report against the new Victorian Curriculum. We will see the
‘hollow dot’ for English and Maths. However, the dot showing progress shows the progress from the
previous 6 months (and will then show progress from the last time that subject was taught) In previous
reports, this dot showed the progress from 12 months ago.

Parent/Staff/Student Surveys
In line with the new curriculum, we now have more freedom to individualise our
reports, rather than following a format that was mandated to us. We are still to
follow the 28 Minimum Requirements outlined in the Reporting Student Progress
and Achievement- 2017 Revised Guidelines for Victorian Catholic Schools.
However, this can take on many different forms.
After surveys completed towards the end of 2016 and many discussions with
staff, we have come up with a new-look report that is a TRIAL. As you can
imagine, many things may come up in light of this new report, so we may need to
change things heading into the second reporting time at the end of the year.

Parent Surveys
Some words/phrases used repeatedly in the feedback about the report
comments
●

Too generic

●

Cut and paste

●

Not specific

●

Not personalised to my
child

●

Just summarising the
curriculum

●

Not enough feedback

Many parents wanted more detailed interviews with honest feedback on their
child’s progression, time to goal set around areas for improvement.

New Checklists
The checklists allow the teachers to give you more information. The statements
are taken from the Victorian Curriculum. Some of the statements are amended
(to make the language easier to understand), especially in the upper year levels.
These statements will then give you the opportunity to see the specific areas
your child is learning about. Whether they have achieved the learning in the area,
are working towards where they should be, or working above where they should
be. This therefore, makes up what we used to know as ‘the areas for
improvement’.

These are the headings that will appear at the top of each checklist. The N/A will only refer to
times when students have missed a large amount of school and have missed the teaching for this
area.
Evident with support- Refers to a child being able to do the task while working one on one with a
teacher/aide. However, the child cannot show this knowledge independently.
Working towards/Working at/Working above/Working well above- All of these are indicative of
where your child is working in the particular area.
However, some statements do not fit into these headings. For example- A child recognising the
letters of the alphabet. They can either do this or not do this. So for these types of statements,
the child would receive an ‘Working at Standard’.

New Checklists

The New Report
●
●
●
●
●

●
●

Religion Page
English Page (including Reading, Writing and Speaking and Listening)
Maths Page
Inquiry Page (including Science, Health, Geography, History, Economics,
Intercultural Capability, Design and Technologies when they are taught)
Personal and Social Learning Page (including Personal and Social
Capability, Critical and Creative Thinking, Ethical Capability when they are
taught) including a short general comment, Work Habits and Effort.
Technologies Page (including Digital Technologies)
Specialists Page (including Physical Education, Italian, Visual and
Performing Arts- with Work Habits and Effort)

Reporting on Curriculum Areas
We will be reporting on Maths, English and Religion for every reporting cycle.
Science will be marked on at least each year. All other subjects need to be
marked at least biennially.
With the new Curriculum, the hollow dot that showed a students progress from
12 months before will now show growth from the last time it was taught. In this
way, if a curriculum area is taught every two years, you see the growth from two
years before. (This would only be for specific areas like Intercultural Capability
and Design Technologies)

Parent/Teacher Interviews

In light of the new reports, we have moved our Parent/Teacher Interviews back
to coincide with the reports going home. These interviews will now be 15
minutes long. This is to allow the teachers and yourselves more time to discuss
the report. Also, to give you the opportunity to look at some work samples from
your children, showing their learning.
We would also like this to be a time you can set goals for your children with the
teacher, in light of the report.

